CURRENT FOREST COVER TYPE
WHISKEY FLATS STATE FOREST
ST. LAWRENCE 02
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CURRENT FOREST COVER TYPE
DEGRASSE STATE FOREST
ST. LAWRENCE 13

Early Successional  Other Hardwood  Plantation
CURRENT FOREST COVER TYPE
OREBED CREEK STATE FOREST
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CURRENT FOREST COVER TYPE
DOWNERVILLE STATE FOREST
ST. LAWRENCE 26
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CURRENT FOREST COVER TYPE
WEST PARISHVILLE STATE FOREST
ST. LAWRENCE 28
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CURRENT FOREST COVER TYPE
SNOW BOWL STATE FOREST
ST. LAWRENCE 34
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CURRENT FOREST COVER TYPE
SILVER HILL STATE FOREST
ST. LAWRENCE 35
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CURRENT FOREST COVER TYPE
Crary Mills State Forest
ST. LAWRENCE 40
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